Beyond Metrics
How Doctors’ Notes Create Value
BY WILLIAM J. ANDERSON, M.D.

New technologies now use artificial

depression and contributing to the patient’s poor diet
and substance abuse.
EMR-structured data is undeniably useful for
tracking and reporting the metrics payers require.
However, when used to produce predictive models,
structured data can be sparse and challenging to maintain and tailor to an individual practice or population.
Few clinical analysts have the time and resources to
populate, tune, and generate multivariate regression
models. Even when they do, these models lean heavily
toward showing providers what they already know—
identities of high-cost patients.

intelligence to comb through and

Simpler, Smarter

It’s no secret that most doctors don’t like the
time-consuming process of entering data in electronic
medical records (EMR). Physicians have relied on their
own notes for decades. Yet, to meet Meaningful Use
requirements and report quality metrics, most EMRs
force us to take time away from patients to enter duplicate data using dropdown menus. After all that data
entry, we still rely on our notes to treat patients and
really understand the observations and nuances that
drove clinical decision-making in prior encounters.

learn from physicians’ notes.
Some doctors are using technology tools that
convert dictated or handwritten notes into text that
automatically goes into EMR-structured data fields.1
The software typically takes a disease from the doctor’s
notes, aligns it with an International Classification of
Diseases (ICD)-9 diagnosis code, then puts the information into a structured field.
Unfortunately, ICD-9 codes alone can’t capture
the complexity of individual patients. The fact that a
patient didn’t get a prescription refilled because of cost
or pharmacy access doesn’t sit in structured data—it’s
in the notes. Body mass index (BMI) can indicate that
a person has an unhealthy weight, but it can’t tell you
that the patient’s work/life stressors are amplifying
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The irony is that structured data accounts for only
about 20% to 40% of a patient’s medical record. Up to
80% is unstructured text—mainly drawn from physicians’ notes.
New technologies now use artificial intelligence (AI)
to comb through and learn from physicians’ notes. With
these tools, doctors can practice medicine the way they
want to: by relying on information from their notes. This
capability allows us to leverage analytical data from our
unstructured text in a way that complements current
structured data and risk-stratification tools.
AI and associated predictive modeling examine the
word content of unstructured text and draw associations that define patients and groups of patients with
common clinical and nonclinical factors related to an
unwanted outcome. This technology groups words like
“wheezing” and “nebulizer” to identify asthma, even if
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TABLE 1

Reports Analyzing 161 Frequent Emergency Department (ED) Visitors at a 350-Bed Hospital
Analysis Based on Discharge Data Alone			

AI-Guided* Analysis of Physicians’ Notes

19% of ED patients had discharge diagnosis of schizophrenia		

51% have schizophrenia, based on physicians’ notes.

3% of admitted patients had CHF discharge diagnosis. 			
65% of admitted patients had a physician’s note
							related to CHF.
0.0% of ED patients showed as homeless. 				

72% of ED patients flagged as homeless.

* AI=artificial intelligence, CHF=congestive heart failure.

TABLE 2

Data from MedPAC 2012 Fact Book Highlight Challenge of Population Health Management with Medicare Patients
RED GROUP
10% of patients

Chronically ill; cycle frequently through ED and hospital

Annual cost per patient: $70,000

YELLOW GROUP
40% of patients

Some chronic illness; on trajectory to become RED patients

Annual cost per patient: $13,000

GREEN GROUP
50% of patients

In relatively good health; take steps to stay that way

Annual cost per patient: $1,300

Source: Quire reports analyzing 161 frequent ED visitors at a 350-bed hospital

the word “asthma” is absent from the physician’s notes.
It also uses a patient as a query to find other patients
who possess similar characteristics.
AI innovations are particularly useful in our era of
accountable care and population health management.
Most predictive modeling today relies heavily on claims
data and discharge diagnoses, which seldom give a
complete picture of population health. In contrast, AI
tools quickly search millions of physicians’ notes to get
a much more accurate view of community health.
Table 1 is a side-by-side example of how AI technology delivers a clearer picture than discharge data.
With AI-based technology, chief medical officers
(CMOs) and physicians get a clear understanding of the
drivers and trends beneath the metrics. For example,
structured data could tell you that a large number of
people are out of target range for HbA1C. But, by
digging deeper using AI technology, you can learn the
reasons why.
For instance, a primary care practice had 1,230
patients enter their diabetes management program
with a high/severe HbA1C ≥ 8%. Of these, 492 (40%)
were still high/severe after 12 months in the program.
An AI analysis of 53 of these patients (11%) indicated
that they had diabetic ketoacidosis and that, of these
patients, only 15 had any record of a c-peptide test,
begging the question: Are these patients being properly
managed? Fifteen percent of the poor-performing
patients admitted to poor eating and exercise habits.
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Understanding more of the “why” enabled the provider
to tailor protocols to subsets of diabetic patients instead
of treating all diabetics the same.
Information pulled from physician notes also
improves organizational processes and policies. For
example, the congestive heart failure (CHF) data discrepancy in Table 1 could mean that admitted patients
who had an ED note of CHF are being undertreated
or unmanaged. It might also mean that ED doctors are
“clearing beds” with an easy CHF diagnosis to get the
patient admitted to the hospital.

The Biggest Challenge
Approximately 10% of the Medicare population
account for 83% of annual expenditures (Red Group,
Table 2). According to a 2011 study, only 15% of the
Red Group transition to the Yellow (moderate cost) or
Green Groups (low cost) annually. Only 29% of the
Red Group were in the high-cost category in the previous year, whereas 71% of the Red Group transitioned
from the Yellow and Green Groups.2 Yet historically,
the Red Group has received the most attention from
payers and providers with value-based contracts. The
main objective in population health management is
obvious: keeping those in the Yellow and Green Groups
from advancing further up the scale.
Today, chief medical officers (CMOs) and clinical
administrators create patient lists comprised of the
10% of people already in the highest risk category.
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FIGURE 1

AI Three-Year Predictive Model

PM = Predictive Model

Increasingly, CMOs acknowledge that caring for these
patients is a function of consistent and efficient application of known best practices and that there is little
chance of managing these patients into a lower cost
category.3 The opportunity lies in identifying Yellow
patients destined to evolve into the “sickest of the
sick” Red patients and applying clinical interventions
to thwart that evolution. By searching physician notes
with AI technology, we quickly increase the odds that
we’re identifying potential high-cost patients.
In an analysis of 30,000 Medicare charts, AI
technology predicted close to three times the number
of admissions as would otherwise be expected. More
importantly, 29% of identified patients had no prior
admissions, and 65% were classified in the Yellow and
Green Groups by commonly used risk-stratification
tools, thereby enabling interventions with patients earlier in their clinical evolution.
Figure 1 shows a total population of 5,054 patients
who had Year 1 and Year 2 hospital admissions and
predicts how many will be admitted in Year 3. Analyzing
physician notes from these patients, AI technology was
asked to predict 500 patients who would get admitted
(PM-500) and got 268 patients (52.7%) correct. Its
predictive accuracy was nearly three times higher than
the random rate of patients who would have a Year 3
admission. This result means that a practice would only
have to call on 10% of its patient population to identify
nearly 30% of Year 3 admissions. PM-1,000 shows that
the AI correctly identified 54% of Year 3 admits within
only 20% of the focus population.4
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By producing patient lists where the admission rate
is from two to three times the random rate, not only
are more patients identified before they become Red,
but limited clinical resources can focus on small groups
of patients with confidence that they are most at risk.
Additionally, once this high-risk group is identified,
the same technology can further analyze these patients
to cluster them into groups with the same unwanted
outcome and common causation. For instance, not all
patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) as the primary disease are alike. Some may
have CHF, diabetes, and early renal failure while a
second group has COPD, psychiatric issues, drug
dependency, and poor environmental foundation.
These groups are very different and require varied
interventions.

The Breakthrough
EMRs play a vital role in effective, value-based
care and population health management. And, when
AI technology runs seamlessly alongside an EMR,
predictive modeling and population queries are fast
and flexible—with no impact on physician workflow.
Importantly, the technology helps practices deploy limited resources where they’ll have the greatest impact on
patient health and population cost.
AI is a predictive modeling breakthrough because
it relies on the surest source of medical wisdom: our
own physician’s notes. Giving our caregivers a holistic
picture of the patient and groups of patients complements current coding and risk-stratification tools while
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providing a more complete foundation on which to
apply the most effective and efficient interventions.

Benefits of Merging Physician Notes/AI to Manage Risk
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or pulldowns.
n AI tech learns as it goes—pulls notes from EMR, makes rapid

inferences and connections.
n Fast and easy—creates accurate patient lists of those most

likely to benefit from proactive care.
n Better financial performance—AI-guided analytics direct limited

resources where they are most effective.
n Fast reporting—AI technology can generate 1,200 predictive

models in days, then determine best one to use.
n Clarity—for making operational changes, e.g., having a care

manager in the office assist potentially high-risk patients.
n Simplicity—no need to be a technical guru to quickly run ad

hoc free-text queries without complex query language.
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